Emerging class III antiarrhythmic agents: mechanism of action and proarrhythmic potential.
The goal of developing an antiarrhythmic agent effective against malignant ventricular arrhythmias while maintaining a low side-effect profile remains elusive. The class III drugs amiodarone and sotalol are the best available agents. However, both drugs possess properties outside the realm of a pure class III effect, and their use is limited by a variety of dose-related side effects. There are several drugs with more selective class III properties currently in development. This review provides an overview of the optimal characteristics of an effective theoretical class III drug and a summary of the properties of a number of class III drugs under active investigation. An ideal class III antiarrhythmic agent for a reentrant arrhythmia should provide use-dependent prolongation of the action potential duration with slow onset and rapid offset kinetics. This drug would prolong the effective refractory period of cardiac tissue selectively at the rapid heart rates achieved during ventricular tachycardia or fibrillation with a delayed onset of action, and a rapid resolution of its effects on resumption of physiologic heart rates. With little effect on the refractory period at normal or slow heart rates, the ability to induce torsade de pointes would be lessened. In contrast to these ideal properties, most currently available and investigational agents have a reverse use-dependent effect on the action potential duration, producing more effects on the refractory period at slower heart rates. This property results in part from preferential block of the rapidly activating component of the delayed rectifier potassium channel (IKr), with little or no effect on the slowly activating component (IKs). The development of a drug with favorable blocking kinetics that selectively blocks IKs may results in lower proarrhythmic events while still maintaining effective antiarrhythmic properties.